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OFFICERS REPORTS

Well, here we are the end of
January already.  Those of us
living in the northern climates

know that it won’t be long now until we’re
pulling the covers off, getting the keys out
and heading out for that first ride of the
spring.  And hoping of course that our
babies haven’t developed too many
temporary quirks while sleeping.

Some of us haven’t had to deal as much
with the cold and have been working like beavers to finish winter projects.
Some may be painting, some new v6s, and a hundred and one other
things that aren’t occurring to me as I write this.  My own Sunbeam
project car won’t be out this year but I am shooting for a summer of 2006
debut.  For everyone else who will be done, I hope to see all of them when
Invasion rolls around this year.

Speaking of Invasion, it sounds like this year’s should be a good one.
They’re working hard over in Indiana to make this one a success and I
have every confidence that it’ll be a great get together.  Plenty of time to
relax, chat with old friends, and driving.  So make plans for this summer
and we’ll see everyone there.

On another note, we’re going through the club’s first transition of power.
Yes, elections are being setup and I’d like to see lots of participation.  I
think we all are grateful to Ian for his hard work since the club began and
for overcoming the stumbles that the organization has had. I can
understand his desire to cut back a bit, two kids and the unfortunate need
to work for a living can leave little time for leisure.  But I know he’ll still be
around participating and with a little more time to enjoy the fun activities.
Like every other club this first time will be a little less than smooth, we’ll
make some mistakes, find out what works and what doesn’t, and go on
from there.  So drive them til the roads wear out and I’ll see you all later.

Mike Phillips

OFFICER REPORTS
President - Mike Phillips
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Vice President - Scott Christie

Back again to the position I originally held
when this club was in its infancy. Frankly
it doesn’t really matter what the title is

because we all chip in to keep this endeavor
humming. As you can probably tell from the last
issue, Ian’s burned out, and he clearly deserves
some time off for good behavior and to take a
breather. As he recently told me “I just want to
show up at club functions with no worries, enjoy
myself, and actually take pictures of the cars”. I
can truly understand where he’s coming from!

Starting clubs and keeping them going is HARD WORK. He’ll be plenty
busy anyway putting together the club magazine and maintaining the club
website.

The founding mid-Ohio chapter wants to step down and let some other
chapter(s) take over for a while. The prognosis for the club’s future looks
bright, but we will need some volunteers to take over these positions
because Mike and I are INTERIM. Let’s not become a club in website
only. If you have the ideas, the energy, and some time, step up and
volunteer to take this club to the next level! Every issue I see a host of
names with the title “Chapter President” next to them. Where are you
people?

I’m looking forward to our Invasion in Indiana. We’ve been working with Bill
Blue and he’s very excited to infuse some fresh ideas and energy into the
Invasion formula. We should have a great time. Make your plans now to
bring those leftover parts in the garage and attic. You know you’re never
going to need them, so why not sell them to someone who will use them?
Also, as I say every year, if you own or know someone who owns non-
Alpine Rootes vehicles, BRING THEM TOO. Admittedly the logistics of
one person driving two cars may pose a problem, but I’m going to find
SOMEONE to drive my Humber so I can show it and the Alpine.

The future of the club does look bright, but we need you to pick up the
torch and carry it down the twisty road and just around the bend. Will it be
you?

Cheers, Scott Christie
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Alpine Steel Wheels

The standard configuration for an Alpine is the 13" steel wheel with
chrome trim ring and hub cap (Nave Plate). Every Alpine up to
B94102172 came equipped with 5 wheels and 5 trim rings, but only

4 hub caps. Each Steel wheel is date stamped and should match the year
your car was built. Beginning with the '59 Series I, all steel wheels were
color matched to the car's body. This continued on until shortly before
B9107291 during the Series II production run. It was at this time that the
holes changed in the steel wheel from 12 smaller oval shaped holes to 8
larger more oblong shaped holes. During this short period, Series II's came
equipped with the early wheels, painted white and not body color. This
color is called foam grey, an off white found on the Rootes color palate,
would only get sprayed on the exterior portion of the wheel. The inside
portion was painted black. All Series II's B9107291 and on were now
equipped with the new 8 hole wheel design. A new hub cap, or nave plate,
was introduced at B9107388 as well. This wheel and hub cap combination
would remain throughout the remainder of the Alpine's production history.
The only remaining changes would be to the chrome beauty rings.
Beginning in 1964 with B94102173, a new trim ring was introduced. Now
manufactured from pressed aluminium, this ring would not be equipped on
the spare tire like the beauty ring found prior to it. This trim ring would
remain with the Alpine until the end of production. Note: All Alpine steel
wheels are date coded.

LEFT: 12 hole wheel with early hub cap, painted foam grey. (Early
'61around B9107291) Note: This occoured during the transition from 12
hole to 8 hole wheels. MIDDLE: 8 hole wheel with trim ring and late hub
cap. Painted foam grey Series II from B9107291 to Series IV B94102173.
RIGHT: 8 hole steel wheel from SIV B94102174 onwards. Painted foam
grey.
NOT PICTURED: The 12 hole steel wheel painted body color with early
design hubcap. This wheel is painted body color up to early '61 before
B9107291.
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Sunbeam in the Heartland of America

by
Donna Baugess

Over the years as my Sunbeam Alpine set in the garage un-drivable
and waiting to be restored I knew that it was very special. Ten
years went by and I saw only 2 Sunbeams out on the road, a

green Tiger and a red Alpine at the grocery store. This last year, well since
March of 2003 and my dream car came home drivable and looking so
wonderful I have been out and about all over town excited and in love with
that “60’s TOY” as seen on my personalized car tag. I am so surprised
that right here in Tulsa, Oklahoma so many people have owned one, knew
someone that had one. The best one is still mine in the garage and I think
that I will work on getting it to run very soon.

 As I drive around and people roll down the window on the SUV and shout,
“I used to have one & hey nice car”, I am pleased that I have given them
that glimpse of yesteryear that faint memory of when they were young and
their Alpine was new. With the 20 something crowd it more of, “what is it”,
and the guys, “what’s under the hood”? You mean Bonnet and it’s just a 4-
cylinder not a muscle car dude. In the beginning I had underestimated the
number of Sunbeams that hide in the garages in this city I call home. It
seems they are out there under tarps and tucked away in the back of the
garage. Most do not run and have rusty bottoms, and I know of at least two
Tigers that have been purchased out of state and brought to Tulsa. I would
seem that some have caught on that the Sunbeam Tiger has a Shelby
Ford V-8 motor a cousin to that everyone has one pricy Mustangs of the
60’s era.

 I have started a list, I ask politely for a name and number of all those
Sunbeam owners Tiger and Alpine in this city in the heartland of America.
Maybe it’s because I like talking about my special car or that an attractive
middle age blond ask them for a phone number but I hope to get quite the
list. I enjoy the forum on the Sunbeam Alpine Owners of America but it
would be so neat to have our own chapter here and have a support group
right here to help keep them on the road in Tulsa, Oklahoma.

See you soon!

Donna
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How I Became Hooked on the Alpine

by Rob Wiseman

In 1973 shortly after my
wife’s second car wreck,
she came home and

said she had seen a cute
little car that wasn’t too
expensive.  So off I went to
look and the “cute little car”.
What I found was a 1961
Sunbeam Alpine.  I fell in
love with it immediately even
though it was going to be her
car.  I bought the car for

$300.  Drove it home and started cleaning it up and sanding off some rust.
I worked hard to keep it running since it was “her” daily driver.  About a
year later in 1974 she became tired of the car, and me... so she left.

Now it was my car, but the divorce required me to sell the car and split
the proceeds with her.  In 1975 I sold my Alpine to a client.  My client
painted her and did some upholstery work and sold it to another of my
clients.  In 1977 my client deleted the Alpine from his insurance policy ( I
am an insurance agent).

Fast forward 20 years.  In early 1997 I saw a little red Series V running
around town.  I stopped by the guy’s house to take a look and fell in love
with Alpines again. When asked of he would sell, I was given a prompt
“NO”.  So I called the client who last had my Alpine and asked who he
sold it to.  He said he still had it in his garage. I went down to his shop
and there she was sitting in the garage covered with dust.  The license
plates expired in 1977.  I asked him why he had parked it and he said the
key was broken off in the ignition.  I asked him if I could buy it back and
he said it wasn’t for sale.  As the weeks ticked away I stopped by to see
the Alpine about every two weeks to see if I could talk him into selling me
the car.  No deal.  Finally in September of 1997 I stopped by again and
asked if I could buy it back.  I guess he knew I wasn’t giving up but he
wouldn’t set a price.  Finally he said there was a 49 Dodge for sale down
the road and I could trade him that car for my Alpine.  So I bought the 49
Dodge for twice what it was worth and went back at my clients shop with
the Dodge in less than 2 hours!  The trade was made.  The 61 Sunbeam
Alpine was once again mine.
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During the 7 months or so that I had been trying to get the Alpine back I
started doing research on the web.  I found numerous internet sites with
information about Alpines.  At the time the best resource I found was the
internet mail list.  So I started asking questions on how to get the car
running again.  I towed the car to my garage and started working on it.
After a few weeks I had it running and driving again. I remember driving it
around the block every weekend.  I was a long way from getting it
licensed because the electrical system was pretty shot.  I was able to get
one head light to work, then another, but never two at the same time. After
more research I discovered that my beloved Alpine didn’t even have an
original Alpine engine.  Prior to my first ownership of this car someone
had installed a smaller engine from, if I remember a 49 car.  The engine
was so week I could hardly get it to go faster than about 35 mph.

After working on the car for about 3 years and getting nowhere, I came
close to selling it again. I actually listed my Alpine for sale!  While waiting
for the offers to roll in I came across an article on the internet about a guy
named Joe Rodriguez who was converting Alpines to V6 power plants.
Now that was interesting!  I called Joe in about September 2000.  Being
the novice mechanic that I was, I was feeling pretty intimidated.  So I
asked Joe if a novice could do this engine swap. He said he would talk
me through it on the phone.  Okay, I sent my money in and received my
kit.  During that time I was shopping for a Mustang II engine.  I found an
engine sitting in a junkyard about 60 miles south of my home.  I brought
the engine home and tore it apart in the back on my pickup. I then
dropped the V6 off at the machine shop and drove my Alpine to a larger
garage to begin tearing out the engine and transmission.
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I started working on this project in January 2001.  I figured I would be back
on the road by March.  Yeah right.  Got the engine, transmission and
what was left of the wiring harness out.  The end of January I picked up
my newly rebuilt V6 engine from the machine shop.  I started fitting the
engine and calling Joe... fit the engine, call Joe...  fit the engine, yell at
Joe.  I gotta say, Joe was awesome! He would calm me down and explain
what I was doing wrong.  If I would have just listened to Joe all along,
things would probably have gone a lot smoother.  Finally after putting the
engine and transmission in and taking it out to adjust the fit about 50
times (sometimes 3 times in a night) I finally felt like I had the correct fit
and alignment.  I had my friend weld in the engine mounts.  Take the
engine out and paint the engine bay.

Okay, now it is March.  I put the engine in for the final time.  Now what?
The wiring needs to be done.  I purchased a harness from Painless
Performance.  This was my first attempt at wiring in a car, so I went with a
kit with good instructions.  Within about a month I had most of the wiring
in and working.  E day was finally here. E day being the day I start my
new engine for the first time.  My friends from around my shop who had
given me a hand here and there came over to help me get it going.  We
primed the engine and pretty much on the first try we started it up and ran
it to break it in.  WOW what a feeling.  I think it was about June and I still
had quite a bit to do before I could get it licensed.  Well summer was here
and my buddies decided it was time to golf.  So my car sat until fall.  I
drove it about 10 miles with just the headers to a good muffler shop to get
the exhaust system made.  Finally in about October 2001 I was ready to
license my car.  At the garage of a friend I was able to have my state
inspection.  I passed.  Got my new license plates.  Finally after 24 years
of not being on the road I was ready to roll.  The snow started falling and I
put my car in the garage again.  I decided in January 2002 to try my hand
at body and paint work.  Having never done this before I spent a few
months doing research while I was had stripping my car.

Stripping the paint and patching a few rust spots took several months
(okay 6).  Finally I thought I was ready to paint.  “Not so”, said my friends
who paint cars for a living.  I have to do some sanding and plastic work.
Okay put some primer on sand most of it off.  More primer and some
plastic.  Sand most of it off.  Maybe some more primer and off course
some more sanding.  I thought my arms were going to fall off.  I sanded
and sanded and primed and sanded for months.  Not every day but
probably twice a week.  Finally in January 2003 I was ready to paint.  So I
put on my paint, my friends said it was “okay”.  Well, okay was not good
enough so I sanded some more and then I was ready to paint again.  This
time I took my car over to my friends paint shop which was much cleaner
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and had much better lighting.  As I painted my car my friends would stand
there and yell instructions to me.  So I gave her about 4 coats of color and
4 coats of clear.  Looked awesome.  I  drove back over to my shop to start
putting everything back together.  No, no, no, my friends said I was not
ready for that yet.  I had to “cut and buff”.  Okay after a few weeks of
various levels of cut and buff my friends gave me the okay to put my car
back together.

New windshield, new dash, new seat covers on some old seats.  Finally
in about June 2003 I was ready to roll.  I drove around quite a bit and had
lots of fun but in July  I went for a drive on a really hot day and I
overheated a bit.  Not bad but not to my liking.  Back to the shop.  Golf
season was once again upon me.  Car sat until late fall when I pulled the
radiator and had it re-cored with a heavy duty core. During the winter I put
the radiator back in the car and I was ready when Spring came around.
That was Spring of 2004.  I decided I needed some carpet, so I had
someone at a local interior shop do the carpet for me.

“Now my car looks great,
drives great, and I feel great”
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Now my car looks
great, drives great, and
I feel great.  In May I
decided to drive to a
car show about 200
miles away. The
night before I was
driving home when
a friend pulls up
next to me and
says, “Your wheel
is wobbling”.
S*&#!! So,  I
called the best
mechanic I
know and
asked him to
look at my

suspension. He said, “no
way you can’t drive that to Moab like

that!”  So we had to take the front suspension apart and
replace all the main bushings.  Now I am driving like a dream, or so I

think.  I am getting ready for the British Car Club of Utah show and again
the night before I discover my right front wheel is still wobbling.  I guess
we just assumed what we did fixed it.  So I called my buddy and he met
me at his shop.  He took one look and said the front spindle was bent.
He said I was SOL.  I told him I could have another spindle here in 1 hour
(I have been having so much fun I bought another Alpine).  He started the
tear down while I went to my shop and got another spindle.  Put in on and
made it to the car show in the morning.

Last July I went to the SUNI in Park City, Utah.  I did both the autocross
and a judged car show.  My car placed in both events and that just helped
to encourage me to finish
my #2 Alpine.

This is how I became
hooked on Alpines!

Rob Wiseman
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FIRING UP A RESTORATION
by Mark Burkley

There came a
   time in my life
   when I

decided that I
needed an Alpine.
It’s quite simple. It
starts with a
thought, “Say… I
think I need an
Aston Martin, like
James Bond.” A
couple of reality

checks, and a few paychecks later, and its time for action. That is, its
time to get a Sunbeam Alpine,… like James Bond. Dollar for dollar the
best car a person could ever want. Well that’s where I was. I had decided
I needed an Alpine, and putting the cart before the horse, I purchased a
parts car first. I had dabbled, researched and become intrigued with
Sunbeams and figured out an Alpine would be a great car to restore. It
had drivability
unmatched by
most of the British
cars of its day and
was quite sporty.
Somewhat of an
orphan, they were
available
inexpensively and
yet had a
uniqueness and
intrigue. So,
seeing a very
complete and
intact, but also
very rusty car on
the internet, I purchased it as a template and parts supply. It was a 1965
Series IV, originally Mediterranean Blue, but now an attempt at Oxford or
Midnight Blue. Quite complete with many hard to get parts, it was a solid
start in the right direction. Though many years by the ocean in Florida
had taken their toll, it surprisingly ran quite nicely and was driveable,
though well ventilated.
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A quick pat on the
back for such a
purchase and I then
began hunting for a
body. With Alpines,
what you pay for a
whole car is often
what other marques
pay for just a body, so
I soon had a running
and “restored” car on

the way, for a bit more than what I had expected to pay for just a good
body. It was ostensibly a rust-free 1967 Series V, Corvette yellow. That’s
right…Corvette Yellow.

The morning it was due to arrive, I got a phone call from the truck driver
saying he was unable to drop it at my house because of a weight
restriction on the country road we lived on. The small bridges weren’t able
to handle a full rig of cars. Ahh…the price of rural living. No problem, I
thought, and I made arrangements to meet him at the gas station about a
mile and a half away. I figured what the heck; if the car is able to run, I’ll
just drive it home. Upon arriving at the station, he had already downloaded
the Alpine and to my surprise, it was a lot nicer than I thought it would be.
The biggest complaint I had was the fact it was Corvette yellow.
Inspection revealed it was a damn nice paint job and looked quite sporty.
Like the first Alpine I had purchased, there were boxes of extra parts and
even a spare engine. The center console held a nice turn signal and horn
button, and it looked as if everything to get the car in really great shape
was there, just not yet installed.

166 West Oneonta Road
Otego, NY 13825

607-432-2662

classicsun@aol.com
www.classicsunbeam.com

CLASSIC SUNBEAM INC
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With coaxing, it fired up and in a few minutes, I was on my way. The car
was running quite roughly, which I attributed to the Strombergs and the
altitude, (Colorado). Being familiar with how tough it can be to get a
couple of British carburetors to play nicely, I was not that concerned with
how the car was running; just excited to get home. It turns out I should
have been a touch more concerned. Unbeknownst to me, the previous
owner had installed an electric fuel pump. This coupled with those pesky
needle valves in the float bowls led to disaster. The car began to run ever
more poorly as I headed down the road; repeatedly flooding, stalling and
chugging along. A number of blocks from home it finally stalled and would
not start. I smelled gas though the tank was nearly empty from shipping,
so I figured it could be either flooded, clogged, empty, or a hundred other
things. It was anyone’s guess. Additionally, most British cars I knew
always smelled like gas and oil. A couple a minutes under the hood
revealed nothing obvious, so I gave it a few last turns of the key with
pauses in between in case it was flooded.

Leaving the ignition on during the pauses was my fatal undoing. A stuck
needle valve in the back carburetor was simply free flowing gas down onto
the hot exhaust and starter, and my third try at starting did the trick. It
fired up all right. With a good thump, the engine bay burst into flame and
so out I bailed, leaving the ignition on. It took about two seconds to realize
what had happened so back into the car I went to turn the ignition off and
release the brake in an attempt to roll the car back from the small lake of
gas that had swiftly collected under it. I impressed myself and did all of
this while dialing 911 on the cell phone, though I did not have the
presence of mind to lower the top, grab rare parts out of the car or call for
marshmallows. Anyone need a slightly charred amp gauge or clock? How
about a soft-top with a sunroof?
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Ironically, the local volunteer fire department was actually within sight, but
the five or six minutes that it took to hear the doors roll up and the sirens
go off felt like hours. A kindly passerby stopped with an impressively large
fire extinguisher and kept the flames at bay for a minute or two, but like
trick candles, they just burst back to life with a gut wrenching “whup”
every time it seemed they were out. Eventually, the fire department arrived
and made short work of the fire, stopping it just as it hit the front of the
seats. It was hard to watch them open the hood with an axe and the force
of the hose seemed to want to strip the car of all mirrors, emblems, and
loose parts and push it into the road. However, the flames were soon,
extinguished, and for that I was happy.

In a few days my brain stopped spinning, and I had a moment to think.
Let’s see; I had possession of the car for 22 minutes before I managed to
reduce it to a wreck. All that anticipation and now this. Luckily, my
expensive insurance on my regular cars covered “any car” I purchased for
30 days until I could get a policy in force with them. Well it took a bit of
legal wrangling for us to see eye-to-eye on this point, but in good time
they reimbursed me for my purchase and let me have the remains. With
that settled, I could get on to the task at hand. At this point I now had the
smoky, not-so-Corvette-yellow wreck, some funds to get going, a
complete parts car, boxes of spares, and a good attitude. It began to look
like the world might see a restored Alpine.

Nothing reveals a car’s true colors like a good fire. The body was neither
rust-free nor perfect, but was a darn good basis for a restoration, so the
first step was to dismantle it and get it off to the body and paint guys.
While they began to make it straight and pretty, I began in earnest to
select the best of what was available and restore it. It seemed I had four of
everything for just about every type of Alpine made. Lots of questions and
research ensued to figure out what belonged on the Series V. I also had to
pick a colour, and spent plenty of time thinking and looking so I would be
ready went they told me it was time to spray.

I happened to be in London when I got the call asking to know what colour
I had chosen. Well I had belabored that issue for quite a bit and had
grown fond of a Series III colour with the unglamorous name of Light
Green Metallic, Code 67. Having seen an Alpine painted roughly this
colour on Russell’s web site, I was intrigued, as it seemed quite old
looking and very cool. As with any paint that you haven’t seen sprayed out
in person, it was so hard to tell what it really looked like. Well, I went on a
mission in London to find an example of the colour so I could make the
decision. Unfortunately I came up empty. Throwing caution to the wind, I
committed anyway. It was a lot of money for something that might look
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like hell later, and the guys at the shop were not really enthused by my
decision, and gave me many chances to re-think it

Well, it turned out quite nicely. After about 5 months of cleaning and
putting bits back on the car, I never wanted to see a wire brush or smell
brake fluid again. However, I was driving by mid-summer. Having the intact
Series IV for both parts and reference made life fairly easy and certainly
saved weeks of time. Many  “shakedown” rides later I had the car well
sorted and nearly complete. A few liberties have been taken in addition to
the colour during the restoration, as my goal was not concours purity, but
a true touring car. I had the steel soft top covers from my Series IV parts
cars put on the Series V. I have Series III jewel warning lights, (very cool),
and kept the Series IV gauges because the font is nicer in my opinion. I
have the older style bumper over-riders, (liked the look) and a washer
bottle, because the bag burned. I still have yet to tackle rebuilding the
brake booster and will shortly move to wire wheels.

Overall, I am more than pleased with the result and have received tens of
thousands of dollars in happiness and satisfaction both during and after
the restoration, so my investment has returned nicely. The car drives like
a dream and is reliable, and with the O.D.added on, it is fast and
comfortable for the long haul.  Best of all, my wife loves it and somewhat
understands my passion for playing on it.

It was a long road to get it to the point where it is, but worth the journey. I
learned a great deal for my inevitable “next one”, and owe a big thanks to
the great community of people I have met who share this Sunbeam
affliction. So take heart if you are in the middle of bringing a Sunbeam to
life. The rewards, though long in coming, are sweet and from ashes, great
things rise.





OFFICIAL SAOCA HAT

Rushville, Indiana July 28-31.

Holiday Inn Express

The Inn has 58 rooms, plus a few suites. For the Invasion,
doubles or king singles will be $63 night. Just mention the
car show when you make your reservation. Otherwise they
are $79. A block of 35 rooms has been reserved. We’d like
to sell out the joint! If you procrastinate, alternate housing
is about 15 miles away. Reservations must be done over the
phone if you want the good rate. Phone # (765) 932-2999.

Registration
Fee will be $25 per person. This will include the Friday
night Banquet. Details for payment have yet to be worked
out. This is going to be the AFFORDABLE Invasion!

RSVP to Bill Blue: dablue@lightbound.com



The Invasion 5 Road Rally
“For the Rootes Driver in you!”

This year we will be hiring a professional team to design and
cordinate the Invasion 5 road rally. This team of experts will create
a fun, yet challenging course full of puzzles, tight turns, scenic
roads and yes... a scavenger hunt!

So, start prepping early! Fine tune your Alpine, Tiger or other
Rootes vehicle now and get ready to fasten your seat belts. Prizes
will be awarder to the top finishers.

This years road rally will take place on Friday, July 29 and will offer
a lunch stop along the way. Road rally fee will be additional to
event registration.

Cost: $20.00 per car

What will you need to bring?

1.) A Rootes Vehicle
2.) A Driver & Navigator
3.) Your brain

This will be a fun event for EVERYONE to enjoy.  You don’t need a
race prepped car, just a safe one that will finish the drive. We have
only been given one rule for this road rally: NO ALCOHOL during
the course. Other than that you can enjoy your favorite beverages
any other time during the Invasion 5 event. Questions about the
road rally, please contact Scott Christie: schristie@cinci.rr.com.

“Drive ‘em if you got ‘em!”



Don’t miss this chance to see #74 in action!

“See you in June!” - Steve Silverstein
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The Project Sunbeam Racer

A hot topic among Alpine owners has always been performance
tuning. Here is a collection of ideas from the glory days of racing
that may be of interest to those of you who are looking to add a

little more performance to your Alpine.
Back in 1958 it
was noted that
there was a
variety of opinions
on how the
chassis should
be “set up”. It was
also noted that
the common

production-car had a tendency to lift the side rear wheel in a tight corner.
Most racers found that a rock-stiff combination of sway-bars (5/8” , 7/8” &
15/16”), spring sets and shock absorbers was the easiest way to keep
the power on the ground. However by doing so roll stiffness that in turn
induces considerable understeer in the chassis. To battle this some would
install a limited-slip differential and try to keep the car as soft as possible
using competition front springs, rear shocks and a 5/8” swaybar. Lowering
the cars front end by one inch and then de-arching the rear springs to
keep things balanced. (It must be noted that Brabham thought 7/8” was
even a little big!)

by Andrew Masse
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 Changes in brakes to hard pads for the front callipers and wire-woven
lining for the rear shoes (or Ferodo brake shoes and pads). In 1958 they
felt that the cars brakes where exceptionally good and reliable so the
change-over to dual master cylinders was foregone.

The complete rear axle
assembly was removed and a
baffle plate was fabricated and
installed along the vertical
quadrants of the axle housing.
This was done to keep oil
around the differential during
cornering. The small breather
on top of the axle housing was
drilled out larger and a small
coil of copper tubing was
soldered in place.

Factory detail of baffle placement in rear end housing.
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They found that the gas tank did not breath very well under hard cornering
building up pressure during race conditions. They therefore punched a
small hole in the left rear corner of the tank, soldered in a fitting and

installed a 5/16” I.D. plastic vent line.

The Role bar used was Doane Spencer’s design (question; a long lost
relative of Ian Spencer???). This is a very nice role bar, I am sure any

owner would love one like this.
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This next group of items was known as the Stage I kit: It consisted of a
distributor, cam, air cleaners, 30mm choke tubes, metering jets,

discharge tubes, high speed bleeds and Champion N3 plugs.

The above image showing the Stage I kit parts for the carburetors.
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The factory optional nine-
spring clutch was a must
with a competition-tuned
engine.

Back in 1966 it was recommended to file or grind down the intake and
exhaust ports. Extra material can be removed at locations “A” and “B”
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You would like cool wind screen perhaps! Believe it or not this windscreen
was made using 3/16” plexi- glass and then shaping the curved areas with
the heat from a hand held torch.
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Finally, the good old oil cooler, a must have if you are going to race. The
special accessory oil cooler shown here was also standard equipment on
Harrington LeMans cars.

INTERIORS & RACING SUPPLIES
Martha & Carl Christiansen

P.O. Box 3716
Incline Village, NV  89451

775-833-2424
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NEW MEMBERS
“We continue to grow!”

Mike Schreiner - mikeflbmer@yahoo.com
Paul Krog - krogp@aironets.com
Phil Stevens - e.philohfour@verizon.net
Michael Hoffman - Mike757@aol.com
Istvan Bognar - ibognar@email.com
Mary Ketchem - kenmary@cts.com
Chris Bell - rtaudio@aol.com
John Bouwkamp - jeb@ctooling.com
Neil Yeomans - husky1959@pipeline.com.au
Robert Wagmiller - rw26@buffalo.edu
Mark Daeth - mrdaeth@mailaaa.com
Winthrop Miller - abmwfm@aol.com
Terry Sorensen - SIMPLE002@AOL.COM
Roberta Costante - RobertaC850@aol.com
Joel Harris - joel@joelharris.com
Geoffrey Mc Guire - crwlr80@comcast.net
Bruce Caldwell - becaldwell@charter.net
Chris Cirillo - betweencanada@aol.com
Kreg Kallenberger - info@kregkallenberger.com
Mary Slayden - marylynn@bytedefense.com
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I am sad to say that Bob Hagin passed away at the end of August,
 2004.  Bob was one of the early pioneers helping to develop the

Alpine's racing reputation when he started working for Bud Rose's Sports
Car dealership in Walnut Creek, California.  Rose, already a sponsor of an
Alpine race car, was in a tight spot for a new service manager and
driver.  Well, Bob didn't work out as the driver but as chief mechanic,
he was paired with Steve Froines and the partnership developed into a
very successful racing team.

In that first year Steve took four first place finishes in the Alpine
named "Rosebud".  This was the very car that Jack Brabham and Stirling
Moss went on to race at the Riverside Times GP at the end of
1961finishing an incredible 3rd amongst a gaggle of cars considered
much more competitive.

Bob Hagin - Death of a Legend

by Steve Silverstein
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During his tenure at Bud Rose's dealership he had the chance to prepare
one of the former 1962 Sebring cars after Steve Froines had retrieved
it from Florida shortly after the 12 hour race.   Both Bob and Steve
never had too much good to say about the factory car... it wasn't too
fast, but then it was setup for a different type of race rather than
the short "sprint" races seen in the National and Divisional events of
the SCCA.

In most recent years Bob had been busy setting up a fast Hillman.  I am
sure had he finished it the little car would have opened up eyes.
I will truly miss the e-mail exchanges and the phone discussions Bob
and I had regarding his days with Cal-Auto and Bud Rose's dealership.

Steve Silverstein
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How to adjust the cam timing for your OHV Alpine
Written by Andrew Zizzo for the SAOCA

The camshaft I purchased for my car was ground by a respected
performance camshaft grinding company and I purchased it still in
the grinder’s box.  I never doubted the camshaft or my sprockets

but when I was assembling the motor I decided to double check the valve
timing and found that my cam was retarded.

Measuring valve timing for your OHV Sunbeam is very simple if you have
the right tools.  This will require a dial indicator with a magnetic base, a
timing wheel, and a pushrod and lifter.  The timing wheel can be bought at
many local auto stores or online.  This fits between the crankshaft and the
crank shaft nut.

The first step is to find exact top dead center (TDC).  Since we learned
the machinists couldn’t mark the sprockets correctly I decided to find it a
little more precisely than watching the timing marks.  Secure your dial
indicator to the face of the block with its magnetic base and put the
indicator on the top of piston 1 as it nears TDC.  Once the piston reaches
the top of its travel, adjust the timing wheel so wherever you are reading it
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from reads TDC.  You will find there is about 10 degrees of movement
where the piston is at top dead center.  Adjust the wheel so that there is
an equal amount of degrees on each side of TDC where the piston is at its
full stroke.

Now that we have found TDC and located it in relation to our timing wheel
it is time to compare your cam with your cam grinder’s specifications for
the cam you are using.  Fit a lifter into the bore of the #1 exhaust valve
(the one all the way forward) and give it a pushrod.  Now fit your dial
indicator to the top of the pushrod.  Rotate the engine to where the
pushrod is all the way down and zero your dial indicator here.  With the
degrees your cam grinder gives you they will also give you a lash spec.
The way to find if your cam is degreed as the grinder meant you need to
find at what degree when that valve is opening that the dial indicator reads
that lash figure.

Several factors can determine if your cam timing will be perfect or not.
Unfortunately, mine was not when building my motor, it was 3 degrees
retarded.  This means the valve was opening at 25 degrees instead of the
grinder quoted 28.  For my engine this was the opposite of what I wanted
(I will explain the effects later).  To advance the cam timing the only way
to do this is to change the position of the cam gear in relation to the cam.
This is a very simple and economical practice if you own an MG but not if
you are building a British motor with small following in the States.  The
way to change the position of the cam gear is with an offset woodruff key.
This is the small key that locates the sprocket on the cam.  After calling
all the Sunbeam supply houses in the States I came to the conclusion
that no one checks their cam timing and would have to make my own.



After calling around I found the small block Chevy has the same width key
as the Sunbeam.  Mr. Gasket makes offset keys in several sizes and
they cost a little over ten dollars a piece if you find them locally.  These
keys are marked by how many degrees they will change your cam timing
on the wheel.  Using a bench grinder you should be able to replicate the
rounded profile of the stock key.  The portion that fits into the keyway on
the sprocket is tapered at the wrong angle so you will need to use the
hand file to modify it to slide on easily.

After you have modified the key to fit snug but not tighter than the stock
key it is time to install it.  Have the offset point clockwise to retard the
cam or have or counterclockwise to advance it.  Using these keys you will
be able to set your cam timing wherever you want.

Why adjust cam timing?

Adjusting cam timing adjusts when the valves open and close in relation
to the pistons’ movement.  Having a cam advanced or retarded will affect
the performance of your motor and gives you a chance to have your
engine perform how you want it.  Most of what you read will tell you
retarding a cam will help top end performance at the cost of losing some
bottom end power.  After talking to British race engine builders it seems
the opposite is true for British 4 cylinder cars.  By advancing your
camshaft a few degrees you should be able to pick up a couple
horsepower in the mid to top end while losing some power to help you get
off the line.

What risks are there?

The risk when adjusting your cam timing is interference between the
pistons and the valves.  If your clearance between the piston and valve is
too small and the two kiss you can kiss your engine goodbye.
Fortunately even with a few degrees of advance and 70 thousandths of an
inch cut between the deck and the head I still had enough clearance to be
safe with RPM in the 5 digit range.

Happy Motoring,
Andrew Zizzo
The 18 year old Sunbeam Owner
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The Rootes Family of Automobiles

Series III Humber Super Snipe
1960-1962

Rarely seen on U.S. shores, yet aimed squarely at the American
buyer, the big Humbers were well-built land barges offering wood
and walnut interiors, a big car ride, and distinctive styling. Previous

Humbers were traditional in manufacture, with separate chassis and body.
But 1957 would change that with the introduction of the “Series” Humbers
and the first monocoque body built by Humber. It held the distinction of
being the “largest monocoque body built in Britain”.

Only 7,257 Series III’s were built and you can spot a Series III instantly by
its quad-headlamp front end. Highly touted at the time as a safety feature,
period road testers commented they really saw no difference in the four
headlamp system compared to the dual headlamps. Nevertheless it was
another “first” in the British motor industry and extensively advertised in
the motoring press.

Humbers were built in the Ryton-on-Dunsmore plant. You had your choice
of four door saloon, estate, or limousine. Price was not cheap at $3,995,
and that’s before you started adding on the options. Let’s put that price
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into perspective for a moment: a brand new 1961 Pontiac Bonneville, fully
loaded, was still CHEAPER than the Humber. The Pontiac had a V8, was
huge compared to its British competitor, had all the power toys plus air
conditioning, and had an extensive dealer network. Being a Humber
salesman in the U.S. was a tough job!

The big 3 liter, straight six engine was a smooth and powerful motor,
producing 121 horsepower. The engine was basically a clone of the
Armstrong Siddeley Sapphire engine introduced in 1953. It allowed the car
to cruise happily at 75 mph on American highways.

The Series III boasted new features such as front disk brakes, power
steering, automatic transmission, and air conditioning. All U.S.-bound
Humbers were equipped with all but the air conditioning as standard. The
buyer could also choose from individual reclining front seats (as opposed
to the front bench which was standard), radio with front and rear speakers,
whitewall tires, and a host of other items such as coat hooks, cigar
lighter, badge bar, etc.

The big Humbers gave you everything you expected in an expensive
British motorcar – wood, leather, refinement, and class.
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“The big Humbers gave
you everything you
expected in an
expensive British
motorcar – wood,
leather, refinement, and
class. “ Scott Christie - SIII Humber owner



Membership: Paul Scofield (Canisdog@aol.com)
108 Cholla Cir. Florence, Colorado 81226 USA

Registry: Scott Christie (schristie@cinci.rr.com)
1125 Windsail Cove. Loveland, Ohio 45140
(513) 774-0778

To join the SAOCA: Please visit www.sunbeamalpine.org and com-
plete the online application form. You may also contact Paul Scofield to
obtain more information regarding membership. All material for this
publication must be submitted to the Editor no later than the 15th on
the months of March, June, September and December for quarterly
publication.  Printed by: Merrick Printing / DPI 2604 River Green Circle.
Louisville, KY 40206.

CONTACT THE SAOCA
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